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Summary
The ability of cultured pluripotent cells to contribute to the

germline of chimaeric animals is essential to their utility for

genetic manipulation. In the three years since rat embryonic

stem (ES) cells were first reported the anticipated proliferation

of genetically modified rat models from this new resource has

not been realised. Culture instability, karyotypic anomalies, and

strain variation are postulated to contribute to poor germline

colonisation capacity. The resolution of these issues is essential

to bring pluripotent cell-based genetic manipulation technology

in the rat to the level of efficiency achieved in the mouse. Recent

reports have described various alternative methods to maintain

rat ES cells that include provision of additional small molecules

and selective passaging methods. In contrast, we report that

euploid, germline competent rat ES and embryonic germ (EG)

cell lines can be maintained by simple adherent culture methods

in defined medium supplemented with the original two

inhibitors (2i) of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (ERK1/

2) cascade and of glycogen synthase kinase 3, in combination

with the cytokine leukaemia inhibitory factor (LIF). We

demonstrate genetic modification, clonal expansion and

transmission through the germline of rat ES and EG cell lines.

We also describe a marked preference for full-term chimaera

contribution when SD strain blastocysts are used as recipients

for either DA or SD pluripotent stem cells.

� 2011. Published by The Company of Biologists Ltd. This is

an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the

Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial Share Alike

License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0).
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Introduction
Mouse ES cells have become an unparalleled tool for the

manipulation of the mouse genome (Rossant and Nagy, 1995;

Capecchi, 2005; Skarnes et al., 2011). However, past attempts to

derive ES cells from rat blastocysts using conventional serum-based

culture conditions yielded cell lines with mixed extra-embryonic

identities that did not demonstrate robust chimaeric contributions and

were not capable of germline colonisation (Ouhibi et al., 1995;

Stranzinger, 1996; Vassilieva et al., 2000; Buehr et al., 2003). As the

rat is the model organism of choice for many areas of mammalian

biology, including physiology and neurobiology, it remains desirable

to employ ES cell-based genetic manipulation technologies.

Methods for direct genetic modification of germ cells and zygotes

have been utilised to generate genetically modified rats without using

ES cells (Smits et al., 2006; Geurts et al., 2009; Izsvák et al., 2010).

However, these approaches require extensive screening of progeny

to identify suitable founders and they do not allow for same breadth

of sophisticated reporter, knock-in and conditional alleles that can be

generated using ES cell-based technologies.

In 2008, derivation of genuine embryonic stem (ES) cells from rat

blastocysts was first achieved using two small molecule inhibitors

(2i) of the mitogen-activated protein kinase (ERK1/2) cascade and

of glycogen synthase kinase 3 (Buehr et al., 2008; Li et al., 2008).

These ES cell lines exhibit all the properties of naive pluripotent

cells, including responsiveness to LIF, capacity for clonal expansion

and, most notably, the ability to contribute functionally to the

germline of chimaeras. We have also been able to derive embryonic

germ (EG) cell lines from rat primordial germ cells that satisfied all

but the last of these criteria (Leitch et al., 2010). Subsequently, other

studies have employed similar systems to derive germline

competent rat ES and EG cells (Kawamata and Ochiya, 2010;

Hirabayashi et al., 2010; Northrup et al., 2011), and to propagate rat

induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells (Hamanaka et al., 2011)

Homologous recombination in rat ES cells has been employed

to generate germline-modified rats (Tong et al., 2010; 2011).

However, the generation of genetically modified rats using ES

cell-based technologies has not become routine. Our group and

others have noted that rat pluripotent cells are more difficult to

maintain in culture than their mouse counterparts and that

karyotypic anomalies tend to develop at higher passage number.

Additionally, there is evidence for an effect of strain variability on

chimaera penetrance and germline contribution efficiency (Li et
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al., 2008), but this has yet to be thoroughly explored. These issues

must be resolved to achieve the efficiency of ES cell-based genetic
modification in the rat that has been achieved in the mouse.

Several techniques have been suggested to stabilise rat ES cells
and overcome the problem of karyotypic instability. Tong and

colleagues used morphological selection of rounded, floating

colonies at each passage (Tong et al., 2010; 2011), while Meek et
al. employed pulled pipettes and enzyme-free dissociation buffer

(Meek et al., 2010). Kawamata et al. report that the addition of
Rho-kinase inhibitor is required to maintain rat ES cell lines

(Kawamata and Ochiya, 2010), while Li et al. suggest that

provision of an inhibitor of the ALK5 receptor stabilises putative
rat iPS cells (Li et al., 2009). However, the former study also

supplemented their cultures with 20% serum, while validated

germline-competent rat iPS cells have subsequently been derived
without ALK5 inhibitor (Hamanaka et al., 2011).

Here, we investigate whether standard culture methods can be
employed to maintain stable cultures of rat ES and EG cells and

allow genetic manipulation and clonal expansion without loss of
germline competence. We also compare the utility of the DA and
SD strains as donors and hosts for blastocyst injection.

Results and Discussion
Routine culture of rat pluripotent cells

Rat ES and EG cells were derived as previously described (Buehr
et al., 2008; Leitch et al., 2010) and maintained in 2i+LIF on

mitotically inactivated, high-density mouse embryonic
fibroblasts (MEFs) or human foetal foreskin fibroblasts (HS27).
In these conditions, cultures maintained compact, domed colony

morphology (Fig. 1A). Cultures split 1:10, a routine passaging
ratio for mouse ES cells, form undifferentiated colonies that are
expandable, but these cultures were prone to instability upon
repeated passaging. Such instability manifested as a slowing in

proliferation rate and could be accompanied by increased cell
fragmentation and/or spontaneous differentiation. We therefore
assessed passaging rat ES cell lines at high density. Cultures were

Fig. 1. Rat pluripotent stem cell lines can be

expanded using 2i+LIF as adherent cultures on

MEFs and retain a stable karyotype.

(A) Phase contrast images of DA16 rat ES cells and
WBY2 EG cells. Scale bars5200 mm.
(B) Schematic diagram of passaging technique.

(C) Histogram showing chromosome number per cell
in 50 metaphase spreads from line rat ES cell line
DA16 at passage 13.
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maintained between 40–80% confluence in 12 well plates

dissociated to single cells with trypsin, and split at a ratio of

1:2 to 1:4 every other day (Fig. 1B). Stable cultures could be

maintained over multiple passages in these conditions. A female,

DA, rat ES line, DA16, was expanded with this protocol and

yielded germline chimaerism at passage 15 (Table 1,

supplementary material Fig. S1). This was reflected in a

euploid karyotype when assessed by metaphase analysis at

passage 13 (Fig. 1C).

Transfection, selection and clonal propagation using

plasmid expression vectors and the piggyBac

transposase system

We then assessed stable transfection of rat pluripotent stem cells.

Rat EG cells, established as previously described (Leitch et al.,

2010), were plated at passage 6 at high density on DR4 drug

resistant MEFs (Tucker et al., 1997). They were lipofected for 5

hours with a plasmid containing GFP-IRES-puroR driven by the

CAG promoter (Niwa et al., 1991). Puromycin selection was

Table 1. Summary of blastocyst injections of rat ES and EG cell lines. Blast 5blastocysts. GLT5germline transmission. Chimaeras
of the same sex as the parental ES cell lines were mated to test for GLT.

Cell line Sex Strain Modification Passage number Blast strain Blast number Pups born

Chimaeras

GLTM F

1 DA16 F DA none 15 SD 64 19 11 1 1/1
2 16g2 F DA GFP 22+12 SD 54 23 8 9 2/9
3 g2.5 F SD GFP 6+14 DA 55 1* – – –
4 g2.5 F SD GFP 6+14 SD 48 10 1 4 3/4
5 DAK31 M DA none 8 SD 24 10 5 1 2/5
6 DAK38 M DA none 7 SD 54 23 11 6 3/11
7 DAK27 M DA none 12 SD 43 9 5 2 0/3{

*Found dead at P2.
{Remaining male chimaeras are currently being tested for germline transmission.

Fig. 2. Transfection and clonal selection of rat pluripotent stem

cells to generate stable transgenic lines. Phase contrast and
fluorescence images of (A) 16g2 clonal rat ES cells and (B) g2.5
clonal rat EG cells. Scale bars5200 mm. Histogram showing
chromosome number per cell in 50 metaphase spreads from (C) rat

ES cell line 16g2 and (D) rat EG cell line g2.5 with accompanying
metaphase spreads showing 42 chromosomes.
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Fig. 3. Genetically manipulated rat pluripotent stem cells contribute widely to chimaeras. (A) Chimaeras from injection of 16g2 DA (agouti) rat ES cells into
SD (albino) blastocysts. (B) Chimaeras from injection of g2.5 SD rat EG cells into SD blastocysts. Bright-field and fluorescence images of whole organs show
contribution of (C) rat ES cells and (E) rat EG cells to a wide range of tissues. 3D projection of serial confocal sections through unfixed tissue squashes demonstrate
the contribution of (D) rat ES cells and (F) rat EG cells to both tissue parenchyma and stromal cells. Chimaeras numbers 1 and 2 in (C) and (D) represent numbers 1

and 2 from (A).
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applied after 24 hours and retained until the emergence of

colonies. Eight drug resistant colonies appeared and were GFP

positive. These were picked and expanded as separate lines. Six

retained stable GFP expression in the absence of selection

(Fig. 2B). Metaphase analysis revealed that five of these lines

were pseudotetraploid, however, and only one had a modal

chromosome number of 42 (Fig. 2D).

Although a euploid line was recovered using this basic

protocol, the efficiency is poor compared with mouse ES or

EG cells. We therefore delayed selection by using the piggyBac

transposase system (Ding et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2008) to

generate a high frequency of stable transfectants in bulk culture.

DA16 rat ES cells were plated at high density at passage 17 and

lipofected overnight with a piggyBac-CAG-GFP-PGK-hygroR

vector and a piggyBac transposase plasmid. Transfection

efficiency, as assessed by fluorescence microscopy after 24

hours, was approximately 40% with no evidence of cellular

toxicity. After six days of culture, hygromycin was applied for

eight days to select for stable integration. A robust bulk culture

with ES cell morphology and varying levels of GFP expression

was obtained. This population of DA16-GFP cells was then

sorted by flow cytometry and single cells were deposited into

individual wells of a 96 well plate containing feeders pre-

equilibrated with 2i+LIF. After six days of expansion,

morphologically undifferentiated, uniformly GFP-positive

colonies had formed in 26/84 wells (31%). When 10 cells were

seeded per well, an average of 3.3 colonies formed per well.

Fourteen colonies were picked, dissociated using trypsin, plated

into fresh wells and expanded. Twelve lines were subsequently

established, all of which exhibited typical ES cell morphology

and uniform GFP expression (Fig. 2A). Six lines were assessed

for euploid karyotype by metaphase spread analysis, six passages

after cloning. Of these, one was found to have a normal

karyotype, three had modal chromosome counts of 41, and two

had high chromosome counts indicative of pseudotetraploidy

(Fig. 2C, supplementary material Fig. S2).

Chimaeric contribution of rat ES and EG cells

Having established euploid, clonal, transgenic ES and EG cells,

we assayed their ability to colonise the developing embryo and

their pluripotency by blastocyst injection. The transgenic rat EG

cell line g2.5 was expanded for a further 14 passages prior to

injection into 48 SD blastocysts. As g2.5 is of SD origin,

chimaerism could not be assessed by coat colour. However, GFP

fluorescence could be readily observed (Fig. 3B) and of the 10

pups born, 5 were overtly chimaeric. In agreement with our

previous findings (Leitch et al., 2010), these rat EG cells

exhibited widespread contribution to all adult organs examined

(Fig. 3E and 3F).

The transgenic rat ES cell line 16g2 was expanded for 12

passages after sub-cloning prior to injection into 54 SD

blastocysts. Of the 23 pups born, 17 were coat colour

contribution chimaeras (14 shown in Fig. 3A). Notably, the

majority of chimaeras formed were .70% agouti. To assess

whether this coat colour contribution was indicative of high

overall contribution of ES-derived cells to multiple germ layers,

we examined the contribution of GFP-positive cells to organs and

tissues of two chimaeras. We found that indeed a high proportion

Fig. 4. Germ line transmission from high passage number, genetically manipulated rat pluripotent stem cells. (A) Ear punches from wildtype littermate and
agouti/fluorescent pups indicating germline transmission of 16g2. (B) Fluorescent pups indicating germline transmission of g2.5.
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of GFP-positive cells were present in all organs examined

(Fig. 3C and 3D). All ES cell and EG cell chimaeras were

healthy and no abnormalities were observed in animals

sacrificed.

Germline transmission of rat EG and ES cells

Four female chimaeras were generated by injection of g2.5 rat

EG cells. Three of these gave germline transmission on the first

litter (Table 1). The first chimaera produced seven offspring, one

Fig. 5. The DA strain is a suboptimal recipient for SD rat pluripotent cells. (A) Bright-field and fluorescence images of two E11.5 chimaeric embryos and a litter
mate control obtained from g2.5 injections into DA host blastocysts. (B) Bright-field and fluorescence images of two E13.5 chimaeric embryos and a litter mate
control obtained from g2.5 injections into SD host blastocysts. (C) Summary of injections of unmodified SD rat EG cells into DA host blastocysts. (D) Low
contribution adult chimaera from injection of WBY2 SD rat EG into DA blastocyst.
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of which was GFP-positive (Fig. 4B). The second and third

chimaeras produced 1/7 and 5/12 GFP-positive pups respectively.
The 9 female chimaeras generated from 16g2 ES cell blastocyst
injections were tested for germline transmission by mating with

an albino male. Two bore agouti pups in the first litter (7/14 and
1/15 pups; Table 1), six bore all white litters, and one gave birth
but ate her litter before coat colour could be assessed. Seven of
the eight agouti offspring were GFP-positive as indicated by

bright field and fluorescent images of ear punches (Fig. 4A).

Host/strain combination affects chimaerism

Significant variability in donor/host strain compatibility for the

production of chimaeras has previously been noted in mice
(Schwartzberg et al., 1989, Nagy et al., 2003), but remains
largely uncharacterised in rats. Having established that 16g2 can

efficiently colonise SD host blastocysts the suitability of the DA
donor and SD host combination was further investigated. Three
male DA lines (DAK27, DAK31, and DAK38) were derived in

2i+LIF on feeders and propagated as described (Fig. 1B). Two
lines were assayed for karyotypic normality by metaphase spread
at passage 10 and found to be euploid (Fig. S3). Each of the three
lines was injected into SD host blastocysts between passage 7 and

12; all gave rise to chimaeras at a high rate, ranging from 60–
78% of pups born (Table 1, Fig. S4). We have previously
reported an efficiency of 5–13% when injecting DA cell lines

into Fischer (F334) blastocysts (Buehr et al., 2008). The present
results suggest that SD is a more suitable albino host blastocyst
strain for injection of DA ES cells than F344. Male chimaeras

produced from DAK31 and DAK38 ES cells have been tested for
germline transmission; 2 of 5 DAK31 chimaeras and 3 of 11
DAK38 chimaeras have produced agouti pups in the first litter.

Therefore, different DA rat ES cell lines generate high
contribution chimaeras in SD recipient blastocysts and give
germline transmission.

As rat EG cell line g2.5 produced high contribution chimaeras

and efficient germline transmission following injection into SD
blastocysts (Table 1) we used this line to test the suitability of
DA host blastocysts. In three rounds of injection, g2.5 was

injected into a total of 54 DA blastocysts that were transferred to
5 pseudopregnant females. One female was sacrificed at mid-
gestation to assess foetal chimaerism. Six embryos were
recovered and chimaeric contribution assessed by fluorescence

microscopy. Five out of six embryos displayed fluorescence
throughout the whole embryo, comparable to that observed when
the same line was injected into SD host blastocysts (Fig. 5A and

5B). The remaining females were left to term but only 1 pup was
born. This was found dead at P2 (Table 1). Injection of the
unmodified parental line and two additional, unmodified SD rat

EG cell lines into a total of 131 DA blastocysts yielded only 16
live pups of which only 1 showed very low chimaera contribution
(Fig. 5C and 5D). This poor birth rate and low rate of chimaerism

indicates that the DA strain is a suboptimal recipient for
development to term of chimaeras with SD pluripotent stem cells.

Overall, these findings validate conditions for stable culture of
rat ES and EG cells in 2i+LIF on feeders. By routinely

propagating lines at high density and passaging with trypsin,
we can maintain cell lines with normal karyotype for multiple
passages. These lines are readily amenable to transfection by

lipofection. They can stably integrate DNA introduced using both
standard expression vectors and the piggyBac transposase system
and can withstand selection in hygromycin or puromycin. Clonal

lines can be expanded from single cells from genetically

modified bulk cultures. Only a subset of clones maintains

stable euploid karyotype, however, and these must be identified

by chromosome analysis. It is noteworthy that karyotype

abnormalities appear in many of the clones after expansion

from single cells. This is consistent with the loss of stability we

observe when lines are serially passaged at low density.

However, high density cultures appear robust. It is possible that

rat pluripotent stem cells release paracrine growth factors. The

use of conditioned medium may help to improve the stability of

clones and should be investigated in future studies. We also

report that multiple DA cell lines injected into SD host

blastocysts form very high contribution chimaeras. In contrast

SD cell lines have a limited ability to generate viable chimaeras

when injected into DA blastocysts although they readily produce

chimaeras and pass through the germline when injected into

syngenic blastocysts. These data indicate that donor/host strain

compatibility affects chimaera formation and should be

considered in future work.

In conclusion, rat pluripotent stem cells are less stable than

their mouse counterparts and future work should be directed at

understanding the species differences and further optimising

culture conditions for rat pluripotent cells. However, ES and EG

cell lines can remain germline competent after genetic

modification, expansion from single cells, freeze-thaw cycles

and up to 30 passages in culture. This demonstrates that careful

application of standard culture methods enables reliable rat

transgenesis despite the fastidiousness of rat pluripotent stem

cells.

Materials and Methods
Animals
The outbred albino rat strain Sprague Dawley (SD) and the inbred pigmented rat
strain Dark Agouti (DA) were used in this study. Animal studies were authorised
by a UK Home Office Project Licence and carried out in a Home Office designated
facility

Transfection
Plasmids were introduced using Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen).

Cell culture
Rat ES and EG cells were maintained as described in the text. For 2i+LIF medium,
N2B27 basal medium (Stem Cells Inc.) was supplemented with 1 mM PD0325901,
3 mM CHIR99021 (Signalling Technologies, University of Dundee) and either
human recombinant LIF (10,000 U/mL, prepared in house) or mouse LIF (10 ng/
mL, prepared in house). Mitotically inactivated MEFs (prepared in house from
E12–13 mouse embryos) and Hs27 human fibroblasts (ATCC) were used as
feeders for routine culture. DR4 MEFs derived from DR4 transgenic mouse
embryos that are resistant to neomycin, hygromycin, puromycin and 6-thioguanine
were used during drug selection (Tucker et al., 1997).

Blastocyst injection
Rat ES and EG cells were prepared for injection by harvesting cultures with trypsin
and 1 hour pre-plating on uncoated tissue culture plates to eliminate feeders. Cells
were resuspended in N2B27 with 1M HEPES buffer (1:50) and kept on ice prior to
injection. Blastocysts were harvested from time-mated rats at 4.5 days post coitum
(dpc) in M2 medium. 15–20 pluripotent rat cells were injected into the blastocoel
cavity. Injected blastocysts were transferred into 3.5 dpc pseudopregnant SD
recipients.
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